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ating the principal offices of State. His amateur interest in
foreign affairs had developed into a keen resolve to short-
circuit the laborious negotiations of the Foreign Secretary.
Unless Eden could show to the Premier and Cabinet that the
* usual diplomatic channels ' were clear and open to decisive
results, Eden's days were numbered. He was subjected to the
sinister criticism of an inner Cabinet that was forming round
the Premier. Chamberlain's informal advisers, up-to-date
versions of the medieval favourites, were beginning to find
Eden's internationalism inconvenient. European settlement-
short term if you will—was what was needed to revive our
sluggish industry.
Chamberlain for his own part was impressed with the
mechanics of dictatorial foreign policy. Their psychology
might be at fault—dictators were often at a disadvantage there
—but their technique was something that the democracies
could not afford to ignore. The other side of the picture was
Eden's growing resentment at inspired interference in the
daily routine of his office. The events of October helped to
intensify these disruptive personal elements. A great speech
by President Roosevelt, widely interpreted as a reversal of the
Monroe Doctrine, wa.s followed by new atrocities and a
widening of the area of hostilities in the Far East. The
League Assembly adopted the recommendation of its Far
Eastern Advisory Committee to invite the signatories of the
Washington Nine-Power Conference * to initiate the consulta-
tions provided for under that treaty *.
On 2nd October ajn Anglo-French note was addressed to
the Italian Government calling for the withdrawal pf * at least
a substantial number of volunteers *. Italy, in reply,
demanded that the matter should be dealt with by the Non-
intervention Committee. By the I9th deadlock had been
reached. On I2th October Germany guaranteed the inviola-
bility of Belgium, and ten days later Ribbentrop, on one of
his roving commissions, reached agreement in Rome with
Mussolini and the Japanese Ambassador on the outline of
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